Why does this government insist on sucking the life blood out of us hard working Americans? Do you not feel that we are capable enough to plan for our future retirement? I am perfectly capable thank you very much, and regardless, it is not the government's job or right to do so for me!

This is just another example of the government trying to encroach on our rights, take advantage of the general population's lack of knowledge of such schemes, and flat out STEAL our money to pay for things that you cannot afford. Did you not attempt this same scheme with Social Security? How's that one working out for you? I will never see a dime of the money I pay in to that system because it's already BROKE. You think I want to trust you with my life savings? HA!

This government does not have a right to do this to us, and we are tired of this never ending stream of thievery that has just gotten worse with both our current Congress and White House administration.

Myself and millions of other Americans cannot wait until Nov 2010 and Nov 2012.

Carina Harper
Fed Up Citizen
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